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by Bill Hunt

Perhaps salt glazing stoneware had become too easy. Maybe
I had made one too many of those brown pots. Who knows?
For whatever reason, I became obsessed with formulating
a throwable bone china body around 1982. Prior to that,
I hadn't given any kind of whiteware much of a chance,
blinded by all the industrial output and an overexposure
to grandparents'dinnerware. But once interested, I began to
collect bone china information and formulate china bodies
whenever I got a chance.

The big draw of bone china is aesthetic: its translucency
and whiteness are potentially unsurpassed. Beautiful! Bone
china can make good porcelain look bad in comparison,
and, functionally, bone china can be stronger, more chip
resistant, than porcelain.

From the economic standpoint, bone china is typically
fired much lower than porcelain, saving on firing costs, but
the price of bone ash today makes bodies expensive, coun-
tering any savings from fuel. One batch I liked cost $2 a
pound! $2000 per ton! That's the way it is with bone china
- two steps forward, one step back. The workability of
bone china ¡eaves a lotto be desired. You can cast it, the
way most such ware has been made; or throw/jigger it really
thick, then peel it down like lathe work, "Normal" throwing
and handbuilding offer particular challenges ranging from
difficult to impossible. Regardless, if you work with this
material, you'll have to develop special skills, almost like
learning ceramics from the ground up.

The bone in bone china is calcined animal bone-bone
ash (3CaO P2O5). Bone china was developed in the mid
1700s when there were lots of cows and horses expiring
all over the place and disposal was a problem. Bone ash
was a common and available material to the Spode factory
that perfected the basic recipe, which I've seen written two
slightly different ways:

Spode Bone China {approximately Cone 6)
Kaolin 25%
Cornwall Stone 25
Bone ash 50

100%

Spode Bone China (approximately Cone 6)

Kaolin
Cornwall Stone
Bone ash

24%
' 24

52
100%

with support (sand or alumina in saggars or nestled in indi-
vidually-shaped refractory setters). Then the ware may be
fired to a point where it might otherwise slump or warp,
but translucency is maximized. The biscuit may be heated
prior to glazing; gum arabic or tragacanth in the batch
helps glaze stick to already vitrified ware.

Color on/in bone china also has a special glow when
compared to porcelain, due to bone china's highly alkaline
and strongly fluxed composition. On greenware, I use a
mix of 7 parts cobalt oxide in 100 parts of the body for that
rich deep blue associated with old English ware, 2 parts
cobalt oxide in 100 parts of the body provides a nice medi-
um blue.

1 had been bumbling along on very little data when
Janet Mansffeld, of Ceramics: Art and Perception put Owen
Rye in touch with me. Owen had written a ffne piece on
bone china (in Pottery in Australia, November/December
1983), and he sent me a generous batch of useful informa-
tion which included a formulary of bone china recipes.
All but one were casting bodies and needed very specific
deflocculation and water quantities to be worked out on
site to avoid the clay can splitting like mad, I adapted a few
of the recipes substituting materials I could obtain locally:
Bone China Body 1 (Cone 6 oxidation)

Bone ash (real) 54%
Edgar Plastic Kaolin 26
Custer feldspar 20

100%

Bone China Body 2 (Cone 6 oxidation)
Bone ash (real) 50%
Edgar Plastic Kaolin 25
Custer feldspar 25

100%

Traditional bone china is biscuited to peak temperature
and glaze fired substantially lower. Often the biscuit is fired

Bone China Body 3 (Cone 6 oxidation)
Bone ash (real)
Edgar Plastic Kaolin
Custer feldspar
Flint

Bone China Body 4 (Cone 5.5 oxidation)
Bone ash (real)
Edgar Plastic Kaolin
Cornwall Stone

Bone China Body 5 (Cone 5, oxidation)
Bone ash (real)
Edgar Plastic Kaolin
Cornwall Stone

47%
30
15
8

100%

47%
29
24
100%

44%
26
30

100% 33



Bone China Body 6 (Cone 5 oxidation)
Bone ash (real)
Edgar Plastic Kaolin
Custer feldspar
Flint

36%
29
14
21

100%

Bone China Body 7 (Cone 5 oxidation)
Bone ash (real) 35%
Edgar Plastic Kaolin 30
Cornwall Stone 35

100%

Sevres Bone China (Cone unknown)
Bone ash
Kaolin
Cornwall Stone
Flint

30-45%
20-30
2035

0-5
^ 00%

34

Lacking interest in casting bone china, I toyed with these
recipes in the plastic state, ultimately deciding to use only
those without flint (since I didn't want to breathe its dust
as a regular part of my studio atmosphere). An addition of
1-2% Macaloid or Veegum-T helped plasticity some, but
at best these bodies were strange and rubberlike.

For the one potentially throwable body, Owen noted
that it required a substitution of "a very plastic, white-firing,
low-silica kaolin." There were two common kaolins with
good plasticity available, Crolleg and EPK, but I don't
know if I'd call them low-silica kaolins.

Nevertheless, 1 chose the former and used it like this:
Bone China iCone 9 oxidation)

Grolleg kaolin 35
Bone ash (real) 35
Custer feldspar 30
Add: Veegum-T or Macaloid 2%

Biil Hunt in his studio

Good advice for all bone china bodies: ball mill for 20
minutes, or mix to a thin slip and pass through at least
a fine screen. {Otherwise you get lots of bloating from
unmixed bone ash or feldspar.)

During a short residency in 1995 at Arrowmont School,
Pete Pinnell and I brainstormed about bone china bodies
and came up with a few variations that were remotely
throwable. Perhaps the best of those was:
Arrowmont Bone China Cone 7 (oxidation)

Bone ash (real) 26%
Grolleg kaolin 35
Plastic Vitrox 36
Veegum-T 3%

100%

This body is glassy, cream-colored like Parianware and
almost rubberlike. I felt it needed more plasticity, but when
the Veegum content was increased to 5%, the clay became
impossible to fix onto the wheelhead-skidding off on its
own lubrication. Its lack of pure whiteness comes from
Plastic Vitrox Clay which really spoils the whiteness in
exchange for some very important workability. This wasn't
what I wanted.

I was coming to the conclusion which many before me
had reached: this body had to be a whole lot better looking
before it made sense to sacrifice so much workability when
compared to porcelain.

Other folks have given me leads: Mike Vukovich, who
used to head the Orton Foundation, suggested piasticizers
from the cereals industry- lots of plasticity in a very small
package; Kurt Weiser at Arizona State passed along a fake
bone china one of his students developed. Curt Benzle and



Dorothy Flebleman gave me hints about their "secret"
translucent bodies. Eileen Lewenstein of Ceramic Review
sent some unusual recipes. Tony Franks sent me a paper
on bone china. Without all this sharing, I would have been
forced to drop this Inquiry long ago.

Along the way I've found and tried bone china recipes
that fire anywhere between Cone 2 and 10 with materials
that can range like this:

Kaolin
Cornwall Stone
Bone ash
Potash feldspar
Alumina {calcined or hydrate)
Flint
Ball clay, bentonite or a plasticizer

20 to 35%
20 to 35
30 to 55
Oto 25
Oto 15
Oto 25
Oto 5

This table ¡s a good place to start. In general, I'd also rec-
ommend you initially fire your intended materials alone to
observe the qualities (whiteness, shrinkage, etc.) of every-
thing available to you. I found that many of the kaolins
and all of the ball clays and bentonite were relatively dirty
for this kind of use. Veegum-T turned out to be very white
in comparison and thus a better plasticizer than bentonite.
Although it's unusual in bone china, alumina hydrate
or calcined alumina can be added for its snowy whiteness
and hardness. Some bodies have very low clay content,
and these tend to easily heal cracks, even major cracks,
simply by rubbing wet or dry body into a gaping green-
ware fissure.

Changing a few percentage points of a material can
sometimes create big changes in workability as well as
firing. Overfire most bodies and you will find the clay
bloating like a crater glaze. Failure to mix Ingredients
completely can cause a similar effect.

Among potters, I could find no one with anything good
to say about synthetic bone ash in bodies. The difference
most often cited is in plasticity. Nevertheless, industrial
literature suggests that synthetic dicalcium phosphate
{CaHPO") can replace up to 100% of real bone ash with
the effects of lowering peak firing by up to 100°C and
improving translucency.

Locating real bone ash can be a problem. For a residency
at the Archie Bray Foundation, out in Montana cow
country, I couldn't get the real stuff at the Bray ceramics
supply. Nevertheless, that irony turned out to provide a
welcome respite. 1 set aside bone china for a while and
used a half-stoneware, half-porcelain body. An unexpected
benefit of the previous bone-china work was much

improved throwing with regular clay. If you can throw a
substance more akin in feel to peanut butter than to clay,
you can do just about anything.

Another issue is bone ash composition. Some batches
are said to be burnt longer or at a higher temperature than
others. In the end, consistency of supply counts most.

When faced with problems of bone ash availability,
composition or its physical characteristics, a common
path taken by contemporary potters is substituting
nepheline syenite or a mix of neph sy and potash feldspar
for the bone ash. Nepheline syenite alone or in a mix with
another feldspar is more reliable than bone ash and much
less expensive. But the results aren't bone china. It's sort
of the easy way out.

Then there was a wire-service article in the local news-
paper about the political incorrectness of using dead animal
bones in dinnerware. You decide on that one.

1. Janet has published more on bone china than anyone, including a
recent article by Tony Franks in issue 4, 1997 of Ceramics Technical.
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